Research-fueled Security Assessments
and Advisory Services
IOActive has been at the forefront of cybersecurity and testing
services since 1998. Backed by our award-winning research,
our services have been trusted globally by enterprises and
product manufacturers across a wide variety of industries and
in the most complex of environments.
Tailored to meet each unique organization’s requirements,
IOActive services offer deep expertise and insight from an
attacker’s perspective to help assess and pinpoint security
problems across infrastructure, processes, and products,
allowing organizations to properly stay ahead of threats in
today’s dynamic environment.

AT A GLANCE
+ + Award-winning, global security
services partner
+ + Cutting-edge, security
research innovation and
impactful findings
+ + Constant discovery of attack
vectors and methodologies
+ + Deep domain expertise and industry
risk knowledge
+ + Attacker’s perspective to
testing and threat simulation
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Most Important
Researchers
of the Last 30 years

Industry Leading Security Research
For over 20 years IOActive has pushed the envelope
with our research to bring awareness to new industries
and work hand in hand with companies to embrace
innovation securely.

++ IOActive has two global testing labs dedicated to
security testing and embedded systems hacking
++ IOActive Labs findings featured at leading security
conferences – Black Hat, RSAC, DEF CON
++ Press coverage in Wall Street Journal, Forbes, CNN,
CNBC, Dark Reading
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CORPORATE OVERVIEW

The I OAc tive missio n is to m a k e t h e world a sa fer, m ore
se c u re place f ro m cyber t h rea t s w it h resea rch a n d serv ices
that fo c u se s o n se c u rit y t h a t h a s rea l-world im p a ct .
- Jennifer Steffens, CEO

Security Services Engineered for the Entire Infrastructure or Product Spectrum
From penetration testing and attack simulations, security program advisory and development
services, to product testing before, during or after development, IOActive’s security expertise
can help you achieve your business resiliency and security goals.

Cybersecurity Advisory Services

Red Team/Purple Team Services

IOActive has unique expertise in both technical and
strategic advisory realms. We provide programmatic
assistance in identifying systemic security issues in an
enterprise with an extensive suite of offerings.

IOActive provides full adversary emulation services,
simulating specific threats to your organization. Our Threat
Emulation services adopt the tactics, techniques and
procedures (TTPs) of an attacker determined to get inside
your network, helping determine how Attack Resilient
your security operations are and how your organization
responds to an attack.

Full Stack Security Assessments
IOActive assessment services identifies potential
security gaps throughout your entire environment,
ranging from the facility and semiconductor level, to
strategic impacts of personnel, process, and supplychain security and every layer in between. Our services
gives you a clear understanding of the risks and
consequences of an attack.

Secure Development Lifecycle
IOActive understands the unique vulnerabilities of the
development and deployment cycle – and how those
vulnerabilities differ across countless forms of software,
hardware, and integrated products. Our SDL services
enable you to embed security efforts throughout the
development process building “security by design” into
the development lifecycle.

Security Team Development
IOActive empowers your organization to protect itself
against cybersecurity threats. We know what it takes
to stay ahead of adversaries – and we want to transfer
that knowledge to you to help protect your interests
with Security Training or Team Development services
customized to the unique needs of your company and your
industry.

ABOUT IOACTIVE
IOActive is a trusted partner for Global 1000 enterprises, providing research-fueled security services across all industries. Our
cutting-edge security teams provide highly specialized technical and programmatic services including full stack penetration
testing, program efficacy assessments and hardware hacking. IOActive brings a unique attacker’s perspective to every client
engagement to maximize security investments and improve clients’ overall security posture and business resiliency.
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